HPLC-UV and HPLC-CAD chromatographic data fusion for the authentication of the geographical origin of palm oil.
Data fusion combined with a multivariate classification approach (partial least squares-discriminant analysis, PLS-DA) was applied to authenticate the geographical origin of palm oil. Data fusion takes advantage of the synergistic effect of information collected from more than one data source. In this study, data from liquid chromatography coupled to two detectors -ultraviolet (UV) and charged aerosol (CAD)- was fused by high- and mid-level data fusion strategies. Mid-level data fusion combines a few variables from each technique and then applies the classification technique. Principal component analysis and interval partial least squares were applied to obtain the variables selected. High-level data fusion combines the PLS-DA classification results obtained individually from the chromatographic technique with each detector. Fuzzy aggregation connective operators were used to make the combinations. Prediction rates varied between 73% and 98% for the individual techniques and between 87% and 100% and 93% and 100% for the mid- and high-level data fusion strategies, respectively.